<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adams, Richard</td>
<td>Watership Down</td>
<td>F ADA:R</td>
<td>A motley band of rabbits desert their ancient warren when gentle Fiver predicts imminent destruction of all who remain. Led by Fiver's intelligent brother, Hazel, the refugees set out on an epic search for a new home.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander, Lloyd</td>
<td>The High King</td>
<td>F ALE:L</td>
<td>Exciting lands steeped in the mysteries of legends, sweeping action, casts of memorable characters, humour, romance... all are vital ingredients in this multi-layered story of high adventure, enchantment and the eternal struggle between the forces of good and evil.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asprin, Robert</td>
<td>Another Fine Myth</td>
<td>F ASP:R</td>
<td>Skeeve was a magician's apprentice, until an assassin struck his master dead. Skeeve suddenly found himself alone with Aahz, a purple-tongued demon who had lost his powers. Skeeve had lost his job. So together, they set out through a universe populated by amazing beings! This book is great fun.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barker, Clive</td>
<td>The thief of always: a fable</td>
<td>F BAR:C</td>
<td>Mr Hood's Holiday House has stood for a thousand years, welcoming countless children into its embrace. It is a place of miracles, where every childish whim may be satisfied. There is a price to be paid, of course.......&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bedard, Michael</td>
<td>Redwork</td>
<td>F BED:M</td>
<td>When Cass and his mother move into an old house, Cass feels an odd sense of familiarity and a growing curiosity about the reclusive old Mr. Magnus who is engaged in some mysterious activity in the garage out back. But it is not until he meets Maddy that Cass slowly begins to penetrate the mystery that surrounds Mr. Magnus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernard, Patricia</td>
<td>The Punisher</td>
<td>F BER:P</td>
<td>'Fish balanced on the chair's arms and grabbing hold of the rope, began to climb it. The entrance to the hole was a tight fit and he was only halfway inside when he felt the quetzal bite his ankle. He kicked out at it ... then, from the outer cave, there came a bellow of fury ...'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brennan, Herbie</td>
<td>Faerie wars</td>
<td>F BRE:H</td>
<td>When Purgus Malvae, the rebel prince, comes into conflict with the unscrupulous faeries of the night, the realm of the Purple Emperor is thrown into chaos like never before. Escape for Pyrgus is to be found by sending him to the human world using an ancient portal, but evil forces have tampered with the device, leaving Pyrgus stranded there.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooks, Terry</td>
<td>The Sword of Shannara</td>
<td>F BRO:T</td>
<td>Shea Ohmsford, a half-elfin youth, is slowly drawn into a war against the forces of Darkness led by the horrible Warlock Lord. Shea is the only being alive who can control the Sword of Shannara, the sole weapon that can prevail against the spreading evil. A novel of good v. evil in the Tolkien style.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carmody, Isobelle</td>
<td>Obernewtyn</td>
<td>F CAR:I</td>
<td>A post-apocalypse world where the all-powerful and ruthless Council outlaw new discoveries. Elspeth is one of a new breed of mind thinkers, and possesses strange powers. Her quest inevitably leads to the sinister and mysterious Obernewtyn. An exciting story which is the first in an excellent series.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carmody, Isobelle</td>
<td>The Gathering</td>
<td>F CAR:I</td>
<td>An exciting story about a sinister town and a group of teenagers who together have the power to rid the town of evil if they can unravel the messages from the past.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Megan has been recently orphaned and is haunted by dreams and vague memories of a previous life. She returns to her family's native Wales, where she meets Em, a brilliant and rebellious boy with nightmares of his own. Together they discover Merryll's true heritage and her special gift.

Artemis Fowl is an ingenious 12-year-old criminal mastermind who plans to kidnap a leprechaun, hold it to ransom and steal the pot of gold. But he doesn't realise what he's taken on when he kidnaps Captain Holly Short of the LEPrecon Unit. These aren't the fairies of bedtime stories. These fairies are armed and dangerous!

When 11-year-old Gregor follows his little sister through a grate in the laundry room of the New York apartment building, he hurtles into the dark Underland beneath the city. There, humans live uneasily beside giant spiders, bats, cockroaches and rats - but the fragile peace is about to fall apart.

When Sadie is tumbled back in time to view a terrible crime, she is pulled into a strange mystery. Can Sadie, Walter and Lachie figure out a way to right old wrongs, or will they be condemned to repeat them?

This story describes the struggle between the Old Ones of the Light and the Servants of the Dark. In the first story 'Over sea, Under Stone', the Drew children find an ancient map and helped by Great Uncle Merriman begin their search for the buried grail. Their search is hindered by the Lord of the Dark.

A clan of harvest mice and their leader, Pentecost, leave their polluted home in search of Utopia and the truth.

Edgewood is many houses, all put inside each other, or across each other. It's filled with and surrounded by mystery and enchantment: the further in you go, the bigger it gets. Smoky Barnable, who has fallen in love with Daily Alice Drinkwater, comes to Edgewood, her family home, where he finds himself drawn into a world of magical strangeness.

Alfredo begins to understand the terrifying destiny that Uncle Giorgio has always planned for him…

Garion has been raised by his Aunt Pol in an isolated village and does not believe in magic or the tale that the story-teller told of the evil god, Torak who drove men and gods to war. So he is continually astonished as events unfold and he finds himself playing an important part in a strange quest.

Bastian is an avid reader who gets drawn into the magical world of Fantastica while he is reading ‘The Neverending Story’. A fast moving adventure in a land inhabited by amazing creatures.
Pug, an orphan boy, is apprenticed to a master magician, when suddenly the peace of the Kingdom is destroyed as mysterious alien invaders swarm through the land. Pug is swept up into the conflict, but for him and his warrior friend, Tomas, an odyssey into the unknown has only just begun.

Fforde, Jasper The Eyre Affair
Thursday Next is a literary detective without equal, fear, or boyfriend. She is on the trail of the villainous Acheron Hades, who has been kidnapping characters from works of fiction and holding them to ransom. Jane Eyre herself has been plucked from the novel of the same name and Thursday must find a way into the book to repair the damage.

Fletcher, Charlie Iron Hand
George makes a promise to Edie to protect her no matter what. But when George makes his promise he is not aware that high on the rooftops an unseen gargoyle is watching them hungrily, waiting to unfold its stone wings and pounce. Ironhand takes us deeper into the layers of un-London, the place where the good and the bad statues, the spits and the taints, walk and war. George and Edie must repay the debt which they owe the Gunner for his sacrifice. They must face unspeakable danger and doubt if they are to save him.

French, Jackie Tajore Arkle
The sky is red, and the only green is in the poisonous Rift that circles Tajore Arkle. Anya 'remembers' a time that is different, colours that are different. Anya's memories lead her to the Mountain, home of the Pastseers, to a friendship with Ib, who 'remembers' too, and a journey across the White Sea desert to find the secrets of the Rift.

Funke, Cornelia The Thief Lord
Two orphaned children are on the run, hiding among the crumbling canals and misty alleyways of wintry Venice. Befriended by street children and their mysterious leader, the Thief Lord, they shelter in an old disused cinema. But there is a threat to the boys' new-found freedom - a beautiful magical treasure with the power to spin time itself.

Gaiman, Neil The Graveyard Book
When a baby escapes a murderer intent on killing the entire family, who would have thought it would find safety and security in the local graveyard? Brought up by the resident ghosts, ghouls and spectres, Bod has an eccentric childhood learning about life from the dead. But for Bod there is also the danger of the murderer still looking for him - after all, he is the last remaining member of the family. A stunningly original novel deftly constructed over eight chapters, featuring every second year of Bod's life, from babyhood to adolescence. Will Bod survive to be a man?

Garner, Alan The Weirdstone of Brisingamen
Relentlessly pursued by outlandish figures, Colin and Susan are saved by a Wizard who takes them deep into the hill beneath the wood. In the caves a band of knights lie sleeping, guarded by the strongest magic the world has ever known: a spell that keeps them from growing old or week, and that no evil can ever break.

Gibbons, Alan Shadow of the Minotaur
Phoenix hates his new home and the new school where he is bullied, and he's embarrassed by his computer geek dad. But when he logs onto The Legendeer, the game his dad is working on, he can be Theseus fighting the terrifying Minotaur. The trouble is The Legendeer is more than just a game. Play it if you dare.

Hearn, Liam  
**Across the Nightingale Floor**
In his black-walled fortress, the murderous warlord, Iida Sadamu, surveys his nightingale floor. Constructed with exquisite skill, it sings at the tread of a human foot. No assassin can cross it unheard. But a boy who lives in a remote mountain village has yet to discover his true identity and his power to destroy the deadly ambitions of Iida.

Hoeye, Michael  
**Time Stops for no Mouse**
Hermux Tantamoq is a watchmaker and leads a predictable and sedate life much like any other mouse. But all that changes when spunky Linka Perflinger walks into his life. After her mysterious disappearance, Hermux sets out to find her. Has she been kidnapped? If so, by whom?

Horowitz, Anthony  
**Necropolis : City of the dead**
Julian, Zeke and friends are typical high school seniors enjoying ordinary teen lives until a motorbike accident lands Zeke in the hospital from which he mysteriously disappears. When his friends start to search for him, everything points to mega corporation Hybratech. Deciding on a rescue attempt, these seniors are unaware that Hybratech has been conducting radical experiments on humans with a mutated chemical compound called Trioxyn-5. This chemical is re-animating the dead! And now Zeke is one of their test subjects.

Hunter, Kim  
**Knight’s Dawn**
A wounded knight awakes to find his memory gone. He is taken to Zamerkand, but he soon finds his life in danger. When he decides to join the army called the Red Pavilions, he finds himself on an extraordinary quest to avenge an ancient curse and to discover the truth of his past life.

Hynd, Jennifer Carswell  
**The Flight of the Ebony Owl**
Night after night Jamie is haunted by a terrible dream. No longer can he resist the strength of ancient powers which have been released again. The warriors of Fengall are pulling Jamie from his ordinary life in a small Scottish town into the strange and sinister world. He must find and bring to them the ebony owl...

Jacques, Brian  
**Redwall**
It is the Summer of the Late Rose. Redwall Abbey, the peaceful home of a community of mice slumbers in the warmth of a summer afternoon. The mice are busy preparing for a great Jubilee feast. But not for long. Cluny is coming! The evil one-eyed rat warlord is advancing with his battle-scarred mob. And Cluny wants Redwall.

Jones, Diana Wynne  
**Hexwood**
Hexwood Farm is full of machines that should not be tampered with. When one of them is, the aftershock is felt throughout the universe. Only Hume, Ann and Mordion can prevent an apocalypse as they are flung into the centre of a power struggle with the mysterious and deadly hand of Reigners.

James, Mary  
**Shoebag**
Shoebag, a happy young cockroach, awakes to find that he has become a little boy! At school he makes
friends with other misfits and is rescued from bullying by Gregor Samsa, a fellow cockroach turned boy.
Missing his family dreadfully, Shoebag moves between two worlds, the human and the insect.

Jordan, Robert  The Eye of the World  F JOR:R
For Rand and his friends, life in their sleepy village has been pretty dull. Until the appearance of
Moiraine, who claims to be a magician. Soon after, the village is attacked by Trollocs, a savage tribe of
halfmen, half beasts. Rand's father is nearly killed, but the news gets worse - 'It wasn't the village the
Trollocs were after,' Moiraine tells Rand, 'It was you'.

Kelleher, Victor  Brother Night  F KEL:V
An exciting story of two brother, Ramon, fair, slight, a child of the day, and Lal, huge, dark, seemingly
ugly, child of the dark. Around these two the eternal battle of chaos and creation is waged, which
challenges the accepted images of good and evil, light and dark.

Kerr, Katharine  Darkspell  F KER:K
Nevyn, Rhodry and Hill struggle to unite the humans of Deverry with the mysterious and once-hostile
race of Elves. But the sinister and powerful sorcerers of Annwn know that any alliance between the two
races will threaten their own evil dominion - and so they strike out against the union in an uneasy alliance
of dark forces.

Lackey, Mercedes  The Black Gryphon  F LAC:M
A fantasy rich with colour, with multiformal varieties of magic in which you can escape into the lives
and histories of compelling and charismatic characters.

Le, Tanith  East of Midnight  F LEE:T
Running to escape brutal pursuers, Dekteon is miraculously transported to another realm and hopes to
find the freedom he yearns for. But his arrival in this strange land is no accident: Zaister, Son of the Sun,
has exchanged lives - and destinies – with him. This is a land where women are all powerful and Dekteon
has to use all his wits to survive.

Le Guin, Ursula  The Wizard of Earthsea  F LEG:U
Born in a land of dragons and magic, Sparrowhawk discovers that he has the power of wizardry. To
develop his talents he travels to the Wizards’ school. Even before he leaves, a dark shadow begins to
follow him.

Macleod, Ian R.  The light ages  F MAC:I
In the year 1678, Joshua Wagstaffe discovered aether, and the Industrial Revolution began. Not the
Industrial Revolution of our world; but one fuelled by magic. Aether, its secrets jealously guarded by the
Guilds, became the glue that bound English society together. Now, after three hundred years, change is
finally in the air. The talk on the streets of London is of Revolution, of overturning the Guilds, of a New
Beginning.

McGahan, Andrew  The coming of the whirlpool  F MCG:A
Young Dow Amber is no sailor. But driven by a strange sea-longing he ventures from the high country of
New Island all the way down to a grim fishing village known as the Claw. There he finds a cursed people
living in dread not only of the mysterious Ship Kings, but also of the fury of the ocean itself. When the
Ship Kings sail their tall ships into the Claw, Dow's forbidden longing only grows.

Masson, Sophie  The Gifting  F MAS:S
Where is Gaelean? Is it a country or a state of mind? Is it beyond Alainan or within it? Apullio says that Sulia will find her mother there and Rufus his father. But can they trust Apullio with his air of mystery and danger?

May, Julian  
**Sky Trillium**  
Sisters Haramis, Anigel and Kadiya thought that they had rid the world of evil, that the dark sorcerer Orogastus had been banished to the Chasm where he would surely die. But after many long years Orogastus is stirring and the omens don't look good ...

Mayne, William  
**Antar and the Eagles**  
Antar is a reluctant schoolboy who is plucked from a church spire and taken by eagles to accomplish a deed that will ensure the continuance of their species. To do this, he must become an eagle. Guided by the eagle Sarak on his mythical journey and initiation rite, Antar embarks on a tremendous adventure.

Mahy, Margaret  
**The Changeover**  
When Jacko becomes ill, his sister Laura realizes that his illness is connected with the unpleasant antique dealer, Carmody Broque. Laura has to cope with a whole new lifestyle in her attempts to help Jacko.

McCaffrey, Anne  
**Dragonsong**  
Pern is a world where people and dragons are inseparably linked. The Dragonriders are the elite, living apart from ordinary people, who must combat the deadly threats that threaten Pern every 200 years. Menolly is the daughter of a seaholder who holds the dragons and their riders in awe.

McKinley, Robin  
**The Hero and the Crown**  
Princess Aerin of Damar becomes a legendary dragonslayer, fulfilling her destiny as saviour of her kingdom.

McQuillan, Heather  
**Nest of lies**  
Ashlee is terrified of birds. Birds are blamed for the Plague that destroyed civilisation and now, over sixty years later, the Sanctuary Guards patrol the reclaimed city and keep it free of birds and other dangers. Without birds to keep them in check, the bugs take over the gardens and become immune to the chemical sprays, so Ashlee's Papa, an Elder in the Council, is sent to other ruined cities to search out a solution. During his long absences Ashlee becomes a slave to her wicked stepfamily, but when a yellow hammer bird comes tapping at her window it leads her to a message of hope from her lost brother, Felix. Ashlee has to confront her own beliefs and sift through the lies and fairytales to find the truth about herself, the past and her own father.

McSkimming, Geoffrey  
**Cairo Jim and the rorting of Ramses’ Regalia: an alarming tale of alchemy**  
In a dark, long-forgotten antechamber in the Temple of Hathor, an astonishing hieroglyphic discovery has been made. What have the hieroglyphs got to do with the legendary transilient Sceptre of Rameses? Is it true that this dust-smothered ancient sceptre could possibly have the astounding powers attributed to it? Will this power once again see the light of day in this modern age? Cairo Jim, that well-known archaeologist and little-known poet, and his friends Doris the macaw and Brenda the Wonder Camel find out that all that glitters is NOT gold!

Meloy, Maile  
**The apothecary**
A mysterious apothecary. A magic book. A missing scientist. An impossible plan. Benjamin's father is no ordinary apothecary, and when he's kidnapped, Benjamin and Janie find themselves entrusted with his sacred book, the Pharmacopoeia. And it seems that Russian spies are intent on getting their hands on it. What secrets does the book contain? Who is the Chinese chemist Jin Lo? And can they trust a skinny pickpocket called Pip to help them?

Moloney, James The Book of Lies F MOL:J
A sleeping boy is brought to an orphanage in the remote high country where, an ageing wizard steals away the boy's memory using the magical Book of Lies. But he is thwarted by a girl who hears the boy's name: Marcel. Marcel learns that the mysterious Book can tell falsehood from truth. But can it tell him who he really is?

Nicholson, William Wind Singer F NIC:W
In the city of Aramanth, exams are everything. When Kestrel Hath dares to rebel, the Chief Examiner humiliates her father and sentences the whole family to the harshest punishment. Desperate to save them, Kestrel learns the secret of the wind singer and she and her twin brother, Bowman, set out on a terrifying journey to the true source of the evil.

Nix, Garth Sabriel F NIX:G
Sabriel, sent to school in Ancelstierre, is called back into the Old Kingdom when her father mysteriously disappears. She finds the Kingdom in chaos, the charter stones which confine the free magic are being broken, and the dead are walking the Earth. Sabriel must take up the fight and assume her father's role.

Paolini, Christopher Eragon F PAO:C
When Eragon finds a polished blue stone in the forest, he thinks it is the lucky discovery of a poor farm boy. But when the stone brings a dragon hatchling, Eragon realises he has stumbled upon a legacy nearly as old as the Empire itself. Overnight his simple life is shattered and he is thrust into a perilous new world of destiny, magic and power.

Paver, Michelle Oath Breaker F PAV:M
When he was outcast, Torak was the hunted one. The following spring, he becomes the hunter when he swears to avenge the killing of one of his closest friends. To fulfil his oath he must brave the hidden valleys of the Deep Forest, where the clans have reverted to the savagery of an earlier time. Here, Torak finally learns why he is the Spirit Walker and discovers the true cost of revenge.

Pearce, Philippa Tom’s Midnight Garden F PEA:P
Tom has gone to stay with his aunt and uncle while his brother is ill. When the downstairs clock strikes 13 at midnight, Tom enters the garden that belonged to the house many years before.

Pierce, Tamora Alanna : The First Adventure F PIE:T
Alanna and her twin brother, Alan, secretly change places as they are sent away from home for training. Alanna is determined to ignore her magical powers and become a knight, while Alan wants to become a sorcerer, not a knight.

Pierce, Tamora Melting Stones F PIE:T
Four years have passed since Evvy left the streets of Chammur to begin her training as a stone mage. At fourteen, she's unhappy to be on a new journey with her mentor, prickly green mage Rosethorn, who has been called to the Battle Islands to determine why the plants and animals there are dying.

Pratchett, Terry The Colour of Magic F PRA:T
On a world supported on the back of a giant turtle (sex unknown), a gleeful, explosive, wickedly eccentric expedition sets out. There's an avaricious but inept wizard, a naive tourist whose luggage moves on hundreds of legs, and of course THE EDGE of the planet ... The first in the Discworld series.

Pryor, Michael  
**Quentaris in flames**  
When a fire is deliberately lit in the city of Quentaris, Nisha Fairsight and her minstrel friend Tal investigate and soon uncover a plot threatening its inhabitants. Nisha must discover her fire-magic heritage and her place in Quentaris. Will she be able to save the city and her friends?

Pullman, Philip  
**Northern Lights**  
When Lyra's friend Roger disappears, she and her daemon, Pantalaimon, determine to find him. The ensuing quest leads them to the bleak splendour of the North, where a team of scientists is conducting experiments too horrible to be spoken about. A combination of fantasy, drama, science fiction and a classic thriller.

Rodda, Emily  
**The Forests of Silence**  
When the seven mysterious and powerful gems in the magic Belt of Deltora are stolen and hidden, the evil Shadow Lord invades Deltora and enslaves the people. Two unlikely companions set out on a perilous quest in secret to find the lost gems and rid their land of the tyrant.

Rowling, J K  
**Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone**  
Harry Potter thinks he is an ordinary boy – until he is rescued by an owl, taken to Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry, learns to play Quidditch and does battle in a deadly duel. The reason: Harry Potter is a wizard!

Rowling, J K  
**The tales of Beedle the Bard**  
The Tales of Beedle the Bard played a crucial role in assisting Harry, aided by his friends Ron and Hermione, to finally defeat Lord Voldemort. It contains five richly diverse fairy tales, each with its own magical character. They reveal the wonderful versatility of the author, as she tackles with relish the structure and varying tones of a classic fairy tale.

Rubinstein, Gillian  
**Foxspell**  
Tod's family is in turmoil; his father has gone to England and the rest of the family has gone to live with his grandmother in the country. He is strangely drawn to the foxes that prowl the nearby quarry ...

Saberhagen, Fred  
**The First Book of Swords**  
Thousands of years after the world war so terrible that it changed the very laws of nature, gods again stalk the earth and play their malicious games with human lives. A fledgling hero also lives, with a sword forged by the smith beneath the mountains as a gift for the gods.

Salvatore, R A  
**Homeland**  
Drizzt is the young prince of a royal house in the world of the Underdark. He possesses a sense of honour which is beyond the scope of his unprincipled society, and is faced with the dilemma of whether he can live in a world that rejects integrity. Book One of the Dark Elf trilogy

Shan, Darren  
**Cirque du Freak**
Darren Shan is just an ordinary schoolboy, until he visits the Cirque du Freak, until he meets Madam Octa, until he comes face-to-face with a creature of the night. Soon, Darren and his friend Steve are caught in a deadly trap and must make a bargain with the one person who is not human and only deals in blood...

**Shirrefs, Mark**

*Riana’s World: Book 1*  
F SHI:M

When a prank at a school science camp goes dangerously wrong, 15-year-old Paul Reynolds suddenly finds himself marooned in a world parallel to his own. It is a rustic world where the Industrial Revolution never happened, a world where the people live in fear of their rulers - the terrifying and mysterious Spellbinders.

**Smith, Dodie**

*The Hundred and One Dalmatians*  
F SMI:D

When their 15 puppies suddenly disappear, Pongo and Missus know Cruella de Vil is responsible. As they set out to recover their family, dogs across the country help them in their dangerous adventure. They soon discover that there are rather more than just 15 dalmatians whose lives are threatened by Cruella.

**Tolkien, J R R**

*The Hobbit*  
F TOL:J

The adventures of the Hobbit Bilbo Baggins, who joins a band of dwarfs led by Gandalf the Wizard to seek to recover the stolen treasure hidden in Lonely Mountain and guarded by Smaug the Dragon.

**Webb, Catherine**

*Waywalkers*  
F WEB:C

Sam Linnifer works part-time at a London university as a translator of obscure ancient texts. He's a quiet chap with a few friends here and there and an affection for cats. He's also immortal and the Son of Time. You might know him better as Lucifer, the Devourer of Souls, or the Devil.

**Woodall, Clive**

*One for sorrow Two for joy*  
F WOO:C

Welcome to Birddom - a land where magpies rule. Dark forces are at work. An evil intelligence is masterminding their inexorable rise. Dominance has been achieved by systematic genocide and slaughter.

**Woodall, Clive**

*Seven for a secret (never to be told)*  
F WOO:C

Man and nature are at war with each other. Evil flaps its black wings once more, and casts dark shadows. But which is the darker? Evil from without - or from within? Besieged from all sides, the ancient tawny owl, Tomar, battles to keep Birddom pure and whole. He still has friends to help him, though far fewer than before.